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ART KASSEL SIGNED FOR TAPS BALL
Tau Beta PI Pledges YEAR'S BIGGEST BALL Quintet Inducted By Phi
TO FEATURE RHYTHM
Six Junior Engineers OF NOTEDJRGHESTRA Psi, Honor Textile Frat
Students Are Selected on Basis)
of Scholastic Ability
LENGTHY INITIATION
At a recent meeting of the members of the local chapter of Tau
Beta Pi, National honorary engineering fraternity, six initiates
were
pledged
to
membership.
These pledges were chosen from
the outstanding eighth of the Junior class.
The six initiates are
C. W. Rice, R. L. Simons, W. E.
Copeland, M. L. Murph, C. L. Ruffln, and R. F. Scott.
Informal
initiation began Wednesday afteinoon.
OUTSTANDING MEN
Rice hails from Hartwell, Ga.,
(Continued on page two)

Woodward Requests
9
34 Grads' Address
A copy of this issue of THE
TIGER will be sent to every
member of last year's graduating class by the staff of TAPS,
the college year-book, in order
to stimulate interest in the
gathering of the Class of '34
to be held during the weekend
of Taps Ball.
The addresses
of some of these men are uncertain and Alumni Secretary
J. H. Woodward requests that
all men of that class receiving
this issue of the paper communicate their present addresses to him in order that he may
complete his files. Address J.
H. Woodward, Alumni Secretary, Clemson, S. C.

Preparations Under Way for
Decoration of Huge
Field house
MANY

LADIES

Potent Pugilist

EXPECTED

Art Kassel and his Kassels in
the Air will play for Clemson's
Annual Taps Ball, which will he
held this year on Friday, April 12.
SEASON'S LARGEST
Each year this event sponsored
'by the cadets who edit the college
annual, is a highlight of the season.
Plans, in the making since
last year's Taps Ball, are to have
this 4ance surpassed by none.
NOTED ORCHESTRA
Art Kassel's orchestra, which
may be heard over Chicago's WE
NR, will because of his nation(Continued on page two)

Hankinson, Williams, Snipes,
Woodside and Leitner
Honored
TO WEAR SHUTTLE

Paul Lofton of McClellanville was appointed co-captain
of the 1934-35 boxing team in
recognition of his outstanding
services to the squad in the
past season. Lofton is a senior and has seen three years of
service with the mittmen.

Clemson's Iota chapter of Phi
Psi, national honorary
fraternity
for textile men, recently elected
five men to join their ranks. The
honor sophomore is Henry L. Leitner of Graniteville who is majoring in textile
engineering
and
holds the rank of corporal.
THE MEN HONORED
The juniors are W. O. Hankinson, A. M. Williams Jr., and T. F.
Snipes; the only senior is J. P.
Woodside.
Hankinson is from
Aiken and is a corporal. He is a
sophomore but ranks scholastically
(Continued on page two)

BLOCK C ENTERTAINS
FUTILITY POEMS ARE
PAPER FINALLY GETS
AT WEEKEND DANCES Sikes Speaks At
PfiODUCTSOF TEMPLE
EXEC UT|VE_Q U ARTERS
Alumni Banquet
Music of Jack Stern Brings
Work
Begins
On
Number of Visitors
Insane Verse is Composed or
for TIGER
Greenville Group Holds Initial
To Campus
Clemson Statue EditorialStaffOffices
Every Occasion by
Secured by
With Jack Stern's popular band
furnishing the rhythm and charming Miss Helen Bently doing the
vocalizing, a delightful series of
dances was
inaugurated
Friday
night.
The first of the series was the
annual Athletic Ball sponsored by
the Block "C" Club. The throng
of dance lovers were highly pleased with the offerings
of
Jack
Stern's crew of musicians, and the
expressive singing of Miss Bently.
COLORFUL DECORATIONS
Decorations for the dances were
under the supervision of the members of the school of architecture.
The highly appropriate scheme of
decorations featured the silhouettes
of Clemson's coaching staff and of
outstanding members of the Block
C Club.
PHI PSI DANCES
The delightful dances of Saturday afternoon and Saturday night
were sponsored by Phi Psi, honorary Textile fraternity.

By Their Words
You chaps don't see things as
Jhey actually are in the battlefield.
—Naramor
yien, I'm sorry but I'll
[ount it wrong; I forgot
|some of the important
class.
—Hinwood
fe how any one man
hundreds worth in
—D. Lee
[e got one I've got
le with me.
—Lippincott

Meeting; Local Men
Attend

Students
EXAMPLES GIVEN

With over one hundred and seventy-five Clemson men from nineteen counties in attendance, the
annual banquet of the Second District Clemson Alumni Association
was held at Charley's Steak House
in Greenville, S. C. last Thursday
night in conjunction with the State
Teacher's Convention.
Dr. E. W.
Sikes, President of the College,
and Ben T. Leopard, member of
the Board of Trustees were the
principal speakers.
Short talks
were given by J. H. Woodward,
Secretary of the Alumni Association, Head Coach Jess Neely, and
Colonel T. S. Moorman, Clemson's
PMS&T.
LIVINGSTONE PRESIDES
During the banquet, W. K. Livingstone, director of the Second
Alumni District, who presided at
the occasion, introduced Abe Davidson, who exhibited the bust he
modeled of Thomas G. Clemson,
founder of the College.
MANY CLEMSONITES PRESENT
Other Clemson men who were
present at the dinner included Dr.
D. W. Daniel, Dean of the School
of General Science; W. H. Washington, Dean of the School of Vocational Education; J. C. Littlejohn, Business Manager, and G.
E. Metz, Registrar.
REORGANIZATION
Following the adjournment of
the larger meeting, a group of
Alumni from Greenville held a
short meeting
and organized
a
Greenville Chapter of the Alumni
Association, electing
Dr.
T. B.
Reeves is President, Harold Turner, V. le-president,
and
Goode
Bryan, Secretary.

If you should visit the campus
of Temple University you would
probably suspect the entire student body of having gone nerts.
You would hear everyone going
around saying to himself, "I feel
futile."
AMUSING VERSE
It all started about the time
of mid-years, when everyone was
feeling futile. Some wise acre discovered he could make an amusing verse by using the expression:
"I feel futile" at the beginning and
(Continued on page two)

Sculptor Davidson Reports
Rapid Progress on
Memorial
Thomas G. Clemson is at last
to receive due recognition for his
service to South Carolina, and to
Agriculture in particular.
Clemson College's own sculptor,
Abe
Davidson, is hard at work on a
seated figure of the founder of this
college. This statue, one' and one
half ■ life size, will be placed in
front of the library steps when
completed. The base will be surrounded by gravel, and flanked by
two. concrete benches.
(Continued on page seven)

Reporter Recounts Lurid Tales
Of Clemson's Past April Fools
Necessity is the mother of
invention.
That's why the
dates of Clemson's Spring Vacation always include April 1,
the date when all unpractical
practical jokers may ligitimately ply their wit.
IN THE DARK AGES
Back in the dark ages before educators knew that a
student body could, without
results too deleterious, be dismissed for several days to undergo the season's first attack
of the recurrent inertia known
as Spring Fever, Clemson's
sons took full advantage of
their April first's license to
mischief.
SUNDRY TALES
Collar an alumnus and he'll
tell you sundry and exciting
tales of the pranks of days
past.

PRANKS
It was not uncommon for a
professor of so purely an academic subject as mathematics
or public speaking to enter,
on the morn following April
Fool, his classroom and find
that a long-eared farm animal
had ursurped his professional
chair, or to find that a something of the nature of a farm
wagon had been carted piece
by piece into his room and
therein completely assembled.
Such little practices as stealing the guard room bell, tripping the hammer of the tower
clock or pilfering the hands
of that venerable timepiece,
hoisting an article of underclothing to the position normally occupied by the national flag, flooding all the build(Continued on page two)
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Littlejohn
Through the assistance of J. C.
Littlejohn, the Tiger has been furnished with an office wherein the
work of both the editorial and
business staffs can be carried put
efficiently.
The Tiger office is located on
"Pig" in rooms B-9 and B-ll. Office hours are from 7 to 9 P. M.
on Sunday and 7 to 12 on Monday,
Tuesday, and Wednesday nights.
Quite a bit of equipment in the
way of cabinets and tables have
■been furnished the staff, in addition to several typewriters and an
addressing machine for
use
in
mailing exchange papers.
A file of back issues is being
kept on hand in the office and it
is hoped that
more
equipment
may be secured in the future in
order that more cuts, pictures, and
other such material may be filed
away in an orderly manner in the
office for future reference and use.
The acquisition of the office has
been the answer to a long felt
need in the school for work on
the weekly
publication
of the
Tiger.

SYRACUSE MEN TAKE
UP STUDY OF MOVIES
More than 100 students at Syracuse University have enrolled in
a course in appreciation of moving
pictures.
Dr. 'Sawyer Falk, who teaches
the class, said:
"The need for a serious study
of the cinema has existed for a
long time, and its institution here
at Syracuse need not be viewed
as an educational freak, but as an
attempt at understanding and evaluating the new medium."
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POEMS ARE
KASSEL TO PLAY FOR FUTILITY
PRODUCT OF TEMPLE Books New In The ANCIENT APRIL FOOL PRANKS REVIEWED
(Continued from page one)
Clemson Library
BRILLIANT
TAPS
BALL
BY ENTERPRISING TIGER CORRESPONDENT
Edited by S. C. Dean
end of verses describing like what
(.Continued from page one)
wide popularity play to a capacity
crowd at the coming event. This
band has had extended engagements at Coconut Grove, Castle
Farms, and Netherland Plaza In
Cincinnati, and is now playing at
the Bismarck Hotel in Chicago,
it is an eleven-piece aggregation,
featuring several vocalists.
MODERNISTIC DECORATIONS
Decoration for this occasion,
■under the Junior Taps Staff led
T>y George Way, will follow a
pleasingly modernistic engineering
theme, in accordance with the
theme of this year's annual.
CLEVER LIGHT SYSTEM
The field house will he transformed into a huge room with a
midnight black sky intetrspersed
with silver stars as a ceiling. Bluv,
pedestals, each with entertainment
statuary, with iprovisions for a
clever indirect lighting system will
be placed at regular intervals around the hardwood.
Two huge
silver balls suspended from the
beams will reflect the light of spot
lights.
The north end of the field house
will be graced by indirectly illuminated engineering scenes, created
by members of the school of architecture.
LARGER FLOOR SPACE
Because of recent cement work
done in the field house the customary fence will be moved back
several feet on al lsides, giving
an unprecedented amount of dancing space.
NEW AMPLIFIERS
With the use of a newly installed amplifying system and an
orchestra 'Pit of special material
to improve acoustics, the TAPS
-raff is striving to make it possible
for Art Kassel's splendid music
to reach undistorted all parts ol
e field house.
The dance contrary to the usual
affair, will not be a fancy dress
ball, but will be formal for Friday night.
Differing, too, from the custom
of past years, the 1936 TAPS Staff
will not be announced before the
ball, but will appear in THE TIGER of April 18.
REUNION PLANNED
A pleasant feature of the dance
inasfar as alumni are concerned is
the informal reunion planned for
the Class of '34 during the weekend.
Completing the trio of dances
for the weekend, CDA will sponsor
the Saturday afternoon and night
dances.
These will be uniform
dances.
DANCE PRICES
Prices have been announced as
following:
For Cadets:
Taps Ball
, $2.50
Tea IDance
$1.00
Saturday Night Dance
$1.75
;
Block Ticket
$3.75
jFor Visitors:
Taps Ball
$3.00
Tea Dance
$1.25
Saturday Night Dancje _$2.00
Block Ticket
$5.00

he felt futile—like this:
"I feel futile:
Like a book without a reader,
Like a taxi less a meter,
Like a quiz without a cheater,
I feel futile.
I feel futile.
Like a sale without commissions,
Like a war without munitions,
Like Dionne with more additions,
I feel futile.
TEMPLE NEWS
The first was printed in the
humor column of the Temple News
and then everybody on the campus
■began writinjg the futile lines.
Now it's the one important extracurricular activity.
AFFECTS ALUMNUS
An alumnus sent a tejegram,
reading:
"I feel futile like a dog without
his fleas like a boat without its
seas like a forest and no trees I
feel futile I feel futile like a nud
1st wearing clothes like a legless
man with hose like an arrow without bows I feel futile I feel futile I feel futile like a pig pin with
no hogs like old London minus
fogs like a fireplace and no logs
I feel futile I feel futile though
I nevr smoke or drink and I have
both pen and ink I cannot so help
me think I feel futile.
But, hell, even to mention the
affairs seems (pardon us),
feels
futile.

POLICE USE TEAR GAS
TO REPULSE TRIO OF
BOISTEROUS STUDENTS
An attempt to "get even" with
the local gendarms in Manchester,
Ind., ended
almost
disastrously
for three Manchester College students,
t
Recently a group of students
tried to rush a theater, but were
repulsed with
tear gas bombs
thrown by the police.
Three of
the students decided to get even.
In the college chemical laboratory
they set to work to make some
tear gas bombs of their own, and
throw them back at the cops. They
mixed the wrong chemicals, however, and the bombs exploded,
sending the trio to the hospital.
Man Is as parasitic as any rungus.

HONOR ENGINEER FRAT
In order *o give this column more
TAPS SEXTET CADETS
than it can do, the library this week
got in another large order of book*,
about three dozen. Howc-er, mo<t of
them are light and easily handled.
Among them are detective stories, such
asDead Hands Reaching, to the appro
priate number of thirteen.
New edi
tions of Jack London's early sea-going
stories, Tales of the Fish Patrol and
South Sea Tales. Dreiser's famous, unpleasant American Tragedy and his Sister Carrie. Lewisohn's Mid-Channel.
H. G. Wells' The Work, Wealth, and
Happiness of Mankind. Curtin's Seneca Indian Myths.
Sullivan's Benedict
Arnold, Military Racketeer, and Polk,
the Diary of the President, edited by
Allan Nevins.
CANDY
By L. M. Alexander (pp 310) 1034
Candy is characteristic of many boots
dealing with the life of the negro on
the declining large plantation of the
South. This book is somewhat of the
same type as Julia Peterkin's Scarlet
Sister Mary, but I believe that most
readers will find it considerably more
enjoyable, thus making it easier to read.
Alexander's book tells a story of a
negro woman, her love life and underlying devotion to the plantation and
the little cabin in the cotton that is
"home".
The book is not particularly outstanding, and at times we Southerners may
disagree with some points that the author makes, but the book is entertaining, and is recommended to students
who wish to read something that will
take up very little of their spare time
Especially it is recommended to. freshmen and sophomores who wish a substitute for a parallel.
WHILE ROME BURNS
Alexander Woolcott (pp 289) 1934
A volume containing many of
Wtoolcott's better magazine pieces
and a number of hitherto unpublished vignettes.
The book is a
collection of a famed reconteor's
most delightful anecdotes related
in his most entertaining style. If
you are a Woolcott fan you will
understand my superlatives.
Despite the pessimistic title, the
depression does not figure in anyof the beautifully written chapters.
The book touches every period
from the French revolution to the
day after tomorrow, including anecdotes, character sketches of historic and contemporary figures,
and helter-skelter snatches of light
philosophy.
The subject matter
of the book, unique though it is,
fades into insignificance before the
sheer charm of the writing. The

tContinued from page one;
and is Supply Sergeant of H Company. Simons, Supply Sergeant of
C Company is from Johnston. Copeland is a sergeant of G Company
and a member of the International
Relations Club; his home is in
Laurens.
Ruffin, from Woodruff,
is First Sergeant of Headquarters
Company. Murph is a sergeant on
G Company and is a resident of
Seneca.
First Sergeant Scott of
F Company is a member of the
Tiger Brotherhood and President
of the Junior Class. He is from
Blacksburg.
Rice, Copeland and
Murph are majoring in Civil Engineering; Simons, Ruffin and Scott
are majoring in Electrical Engineering.
THREE WEEK PERIOD
A. W. Allison, president of the
local chapter, announced that the
informal Initiation would last foi
three weeks.
The formal initiation will be held shortly after thw
holidays.
This ceremony will be
followed by a banquet which is
to be held at Starr.
DON'T MEMORIZE
"The most important part of
a child's education is to teach it
the ability to think for one's self.
The memorizing and reciting of
much textbook
material
leaves
little time for thinking, even when
the student has the inclination"
Our inefficient industries cannot
shield themselves behind tariffs.—
Sir Hugo Hirst.
book is like a piece of music, the
tone impresses more than the
thought behind it.
In the main, the volume is written in retrospect and the impression is of an old man sitting by
the fire and chuckling over the
memories of a full life. Not that
Mr. Woolcott is any better than
middle-aged, but his greatest pleasure is derived from regarding
himself as a hoary sage. You may
not be able to follow all the yarns
he spins because you won't know
half the people he so intimately
refers to, but it won't hinder your
enjoyment.
Unreservedly recommended for a
pleasant evening's reading.
And
guaranteed to leave a pleasant
taste in your mouth.

(Continued from page one)

ings, forgery of general orders, were of course to be
expected.
THE COMMANDANT TOO
If the commandant were not
greeted by a braying jackass whenhe entered his stronghold on April
second, he knew that the health
of the students must be In bad
state, and ordered the college surgeon to make a physical examination of the corps to discover the
epidemic.
GO AWOL
All went well, or at least all
was tolerated, until that hapless
First of April when half the cadet
corps marched AW|OL to Anderson
and sent the commandant a telegram saying, "We're through, we
quit, good-bye", and returned to
college with an "April Fool! We
really didn't quit." The commandant, catching the spirit of t
occasion, went them one bet v
with "Oh, yes you did.
Yoi ra
fired."
EVADING THE ISSUE
So, giving up the struggle a
many years as hopeless, the
lege officials decided to evade
issue by sending the young { a
tlemen home for the season .
let their fellow-townsmen sui er
from the terrible affiction of 1 le
Practical joker.

SIX MEN TAPPED BY
HONOR TEXTILE FRI
(Continued from page 1)
as a junior textile engineer, 'ft
liams is majoring in textile chem
try and hails from Columbia. ]
is the regimental sergeant ma;
and a member of the Tiger B1
therhood. Snipes is a sergeant o
the Band, from Greenwood, and
a textile engineer. Woodside vi
a member of the cross coum r
track team and is from Greenvil
He is a senior in the school
textile engineering.
INITIATIONS TONIGHT
President H. A. Webb annou: ■;
es that the first degreee initiati :•
is to be held tonight and the we o: •
ing of the symbolic shuttle v U'.i
extend into the middle of April,
A man who can hold his ton? ;>■
can hold anything, even a bisl y
pric.—Dean Inge.

ARCHLY THE MAIDEN/?) SMILED SFID:
WITH EVES OVER-^//RUNNING WITH
LAUGHTER .SAID,
TREMULOUS VOICE,
"WHY DONT YOU
SPEAK FOR
YOURSELF, JOHN?

IN EARLY AMERICA WE READ OF
THE PURITANS AND CAPTAIN
MILES STANDISH WHO
ETC...ETC

/&

Copyright, 1936, R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company. Winston-Salem. N. C.

COLUMBUS HISTORIAN
CLAIMS TRACING HER
ANCESTRY TO ADAM
Mrs. Christian Sells Jaeger, historian of the Columbus Genealogical Society claims she has traced
her ancestry back to Adam, by the
aid of libraries here, in New York
Washington and Chicago.
Among
the intermediate ancestors she lists
Roger Williams, a lot of English
and Scotch kings,
an
Egyptian
Pharoh, Zedekiam, the last king of
Judah; David, Enos, and Seth. She
is the latest of 159 generations,
she says.

THE TOBACCO THAT SPEAKS
FOR ITSELF BECAUSE OF ITS
MILDNESS, MELLOWNESS,
AND COOLNESS IS

PRINCE ALBERT J
WHAT FLAVOR
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Prospects Bright For 1935 Football Season
Bengal Sharp Shooters Divide\\ capable co-captain Varsity Defeats Bohunks In

Season9sLast Practice Game

Laurels WithP.C. Marksmen
Riflemen Win First Match but
Lose Second Encounter

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
OF NEW YORK CITY
ANNOUNCES BANQUET

Hinson, Horton, Lee, and BerSPARTANBURG DANCE
ry Are Shining Lights of
TO BE GALA AFFAIR
Offense as Laterals
OF SPRING HOLIDAYS

THIRD THIS SEASON
G. F. Mitchell, president of the
Metropolitan Chapter of the Clemson Alumni Association of New
York, announces that their annual
dinner-dance banquet is to be held
at the Vanderbilt Hotel in New
York City on Saturday, March 20,
at 7:00 P. M.
FAMOUS ROOM
The Chapter has been fortunate
in securing the Delia Robbia Room
of the Hotel, where they can dance
to the rhythm of Joe Moss's orchestra.
Those Alumni planning to attend are advised to write M. A.
Jones, Secretary of the Metropolitan Chapter, at 405 Bloomfield
Ave., Caldwell, N. J.

Clemson's crack rifle team led
by Captain Charlie Gordon divided
sharp-shooting laurels with the P.
C. aggregation at Clinton last Saturday afternoon by winning the
ten man match and losing the five
man match.
The local riflemen
won the first match by a margin
of twenty-three points and Tost
the second by thirteen.
THIRD MATCH
This was the third shoulder-toshoulder match
that
Clemson's
rifle tetam has fired this season.
Having lost two of the previous
matches by very close margins,
one to the L. S. U. cadets and the
other to the Wofford Terriers, the
local boys are still showing up well
and are expected to surpass their
TEAMS COMPETING
1934 record on the range.
The
Teams competing for the State
Tiger shooters are primed for the championship this year include;
match which is to be fired on the Clemson, W/offord and Presbyterian
local range April 4.
College.

Fly

A co-captainship
of the
1934-35 boxing team was bestowed upon Ernest Altman by
his teammates, honoring him
for his distinguished
performances in his three year ring
career.

ALUMNINEWS
Bob Griffin, class of '24, was
among those recently listed by the
Secretary of Navy for promotion
in the Marine Corps from the rank
of First Lieutenant to Captain. On
March 8, Bob sailed from San
Francisco for a tour of duty in
Honolula.
Griffin was a Captain
in the Cadet Corps his Senior year
at Clemson and was quarterback
on the football team.
Dr. Sam J. Hayes, class of '21,
died at John Hopkins Hospital in
Baltimore March 7. After graduation from Clemson, Dr.
Hayes

Entering
into the
spirit
of
Spring Holidays, the members of
the Spartanburg County Club have
planned to sponsor
a delightful
dance to be held Friday night,
March 29. The dance will be at
the Women's Club, which is located a few miles out of Spartanburg
on the Greenville highway.
BURNSIDE TO PLAY
Music for the occasion will be
furnished by Dave Burnside's orchestra. Burnside's crew of musician's are wellknown in the state.
Their distinctive style has gained
for them many admirers.
INFORMAL AFFAIR
As the affair is to be informal,
a large crowd of dance lovers, including visitors from Greenville,
Anderson and other localities, is
anticipated.
took his MD at the College
of
Charletson and his internship at
the Vassar Brothers Hospital in
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. At the time
of his death he was serving as a
First Lieutenant in the Medical
Corps of the United States Army.
During his senior year at Clemson
Hayes was a Cadet Major and
President of one of the Literary
Societies.

SOPHOMORES SHINE
Coach Neely's prospective 1935
championship team closed its seventh and last week of hard football drilling on Bowman Field Saturday afternoon when the Oranges
defeated the Whites 27 to 0.
HINSON STARS
The Orange team, led by Bandy
Hinson scored its first touchdown
early in the second period when
Hinson . squirmed and twisted his
way over following a 30 yard
drive.
Hinson kicked the extra
point.
HOBTON'S KICKING
A few minutes later Hinson put
on another driving attack to score
the second touchdown. The most
spectacular feature of the evening
was a 90 yard punt by Tate Horton.
LEE SCORES
The final score came late in the
game after Captain Harry Shore
chased to the six inch line with
an intercepted pass. General Lee
drove hard to go over on the second play which was followed, by
Hinson's kick for the extra point.
Patronize

TIGER
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Dished by a Dilemma?
. . . /tfA/ CW7 O/c/ C/o/c/

■J'

It's an ultra-short wave radio telephone antenna—before
being raised above the dunes of Cape Cod.
For some years, Bell System engineers have been studying
ultra-short waves. They have developed automatic transmitters and receivers which may be connected with regular
telephone lines at points far from central offices. They hope
such radio links will be useful in giving telephone service
to points difficult to reach
by usual methods.
The installation on Cape

telephone home one

Cod—which is now under-

night each week? Bargain

going service tests—is just

rates after 8:30 P.M.—

one more example of Bell

to V. Lorillard Co., Inc.

Why not

-&>
When the absent-minded wee«:-enrJ guest
barges into your bathroom by mistake, don't
bean him with a bar of soap. Save his
embarrassment and yours, by concentrating
on an Old Gold, while he backs tactfully
away. Great little comforters, these O. Gs!

. reverse the charges if

System pioneering in the

your folks agree!

loublic interest.

ILL TELEPHONE

SYSTEM

AT TRYING TIMES

TRY A Snvooth OLD GOLD
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TOWN:
'HE ROARS FOR CliEMSOIf
Founded by the class of 190T and published weekly, during the college session, by the
Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College, South Carolina.
Member South Carolina College Press Association.

Member Intercollegiate Press.

EXECUTIVE

JOE D. KINARD
DANTZLER PAGE H. S. ASHMORE
W. A. RHINEHARDT
P. Q. LANGSTON

".

Editor-in-Chief
- Associate Editor
Associate Editor
Business Manager
Circulation Manager

REPORTORIAL

W. K. Lewis, Sports Editor; J. C. Boesch, Exchange Editor; R. K. O'Cain,
News Editor; E. D. Wells, JF. 0. Griggs, R. L. Simons, Asst. News Editors
Staff Reporters to be announced
BUSINESS

W. 0. Burkett, Asst. Business Manager
CIRCULATION

J. I. Davis, W. B. Hiott, Associate Circulation Managers
W. H. Cloaninger, B. D. Cain, J. C. Clyburn, Asst. Circulation Managers
T. H. Cox, R. W. Manning, M. M. Motes, E. C. Wardlaw, T. J. Wilks,
G. C. Paulson, and H. L. Lawhon, freshman assistants

ANTITOXIN FOR SWELLITIS
D THE FOOTBALL PLAYER whose name has appeared many times in the headlines of various newspapers and whose picture has appeared on the
sports sections of these papers, the student leader
in either general activities or the military organization who has
a host of admirers at his heels a great portion of the time, the
student who has a "straight A" record and who considers him3 self above his fellow classmen who barely eke out C's and D's,
the fraternity man, honor or social, who regards the non-fraternity student as a non-rater—to these and many others who
might be mentioned or any others who aspire to any such
honor we propound a timely question: what is it really worth
—this transient glory now borne so proudly?
How many of the students have stopped to think and
realize that the life of this popularity is limited to the days
,spent right here in college where the so-called honors are
gained! Far be it from us to deal in deprecation of student
population from generation to generation. Rather, in respect
for his success we doff our caps to the man who stands out as
a leader. In such success we may see hovering the Olympus
of college life, but the climber of the college olympus faces a
anger of so glorying in his attainments that he will lose sight
a bigger olympus of life. A few buttons or diamonds.on his
oulder now are to be prided, but it must be realized that
...ey do not mark a Napoleon who has the world already underfoot. The man who stands out in college should find encouragement in learning that he can be a leader, but h^ cannot afford to let this success blind him to the tasks ahead.
Perhaps wnat^is needed is some kindly professor who will
call these students into his room and explain to them the
proper value of their achievements. He would show the football player that his newspaper publicity today means nothing
a few years hence, and he should begin to think of accomplishing something after college. He would explain to the vain
student leader that the host of admirers forever tagging along
behind him are doing so only for the moment for political
reasons, and that after college he will most likely be in the
ranks of the everyday tagalongs unless he makes a new place
for himself. To the "straight A" man he would drop a note
of warning that A's will not assure a livlihood in after years.
He might note to them all one writer's terming headlines as
"hero poison". He might do many of them immeasurable
good by curbing their youthful vanity, by popping some of
their balloons.
He might? teach them the lesson of Joseph Morris's "Swellitis" :
"Somebody said he'd done it well,
And presto! his head began to swell;
Bigger and bigger the poor thing grew—
A wonder it didn't split in two.
In size a balloon could scarcely match it;
He needed a fishing pole to scratch it—
But six and a half was the size of his hat,
And it rattled around on his head at that!
"This is a fact that is hard to tell:
It's the empty head that is bound to swell;
It's the light weight fellow who soars to the skies,
And hurls like a bubble before your eyes.
A big man is humbled by honest praise,
And tries to think of all the ways
To improve his work and do it well;
But a little man starts himself to yell!"

that It seems that the only people "who do anything worthwhile
writing ahout are the same 'bunch
over and over again every week so
here goes.
-OSCAH SAY8-

that Nautical Jim Sanders found
it very difficult to skipper his
ship in Anderson at six thirty
Friday morning due to an ever
increasing flow of passengers endeavoring to scuttle the craft.
OS CAS BAYS

—

that the reason Helen Aycock,
the child wonder of Atlanta, returned to the campus last weekend was to enter the Better Babies
Contest in Anderson.
-OSCAR SAYS-

—.that Nellie of Greenwood, unknowingly, asked Oscar personally
to inform all that she is no frigidaire.
Who accused you anyway,
Nellie?
■

OSCAH SAYS

—that Jack "I run A Company"
Riley has tried in vain to keep his
name out of this column but Johnny Stackhouse claims it did him
a lot of good.
OS CAB SAYS

'

—that Millie Dukes left our colonel sitting out in the cold Saturday night after the dance but
squared everything with a long distance explaining the situation of
Pete Anderson.
OSCAR SAYS

—that Jenks Jenkins
forgotten Ella and
Little Ruth Aichele,
reason to make one

seems to have
Ellen due to
a very good
forget others.

OSCAR SAYS—

—that Corporal Radio Robot Rogers is following in the footsteps of
O. H. by turning in three juniors
on the band for interference of
superior officer in the performance
of his duty.
OSCAR SAYS

CONVERSATION PIECE
Shuddered with a faint disInspired jointly by a piece which
gust.
appeared in Converse's Parley Voo
Then I stopped her, and I
under the title, "Typical Conversaseized her,
tion at a Converse Dance" and by
And I peered into her soul
,
the interesting behavior of the
And I saw I had not feezed
flames on hand for last week-end's
her,
dances we submit the following as
For her manner was quite
our idea of a typical conversation
bold.
at a Clemson dance.
"Why do you creep, old hag?"
He' (Accidently stumbling into
I weep,
a couple and having the male walk
And I hear her loudly moan,
off and leave him with a strange
"I creep because I like to
lady.) How do you do?
creep."
She: Fine.
What did you say
And on she crept alone.
your name was?
TALK OF THE TOW.V—.
He: I didn't. How about a late DANCE
date?
Rat Champion
stopping the
She: O. K. See you after the show with his interpretation
of
dance.
the rumba and the show that was
TALK OF THE TOWW
stopped wondering why
someone
NO POEM
didn't stop him . . . that little exWe have culled through
the hibition came near to landing him
pages of all the Southern college our nomination
on the all-time
papers and we take pleasure in standing-sitting-standing
outstandannouncing that we are, with the ing cadet . .. the oh-so-familiar
exception of that snake next door, face of Charlie Moss
frightening
the only columnist in these parts the women and Helen Aycock . .
who hasn't burst forth
with a . Lib Adams, whose elbow bent
spring poem.
And we've got to just a trifle too far . . . this old
admit that the only reason we heart missing a heat at the sight
didn't was because our muse suc- of Slib Wakefield, Brenau's best .
cessfully eluded us.
Our feeble . . . a veritable nest of school
efforts ended
up in
something teachers on hand and somehow
about skiing in Lake Placid, hard- they didn't remind us of the
ly an
appropriate thought
for teachers we had when we went 06
spring. So we take the liberty of school
reprinting a bit of contemporary —Catfish Watson telling a girl, "I
poetry from the gifted pen of Mr. ain't danced with you in a long
Jack Casque of the P. C. Col- time" . . . Some of the lads holdlegian. We consider the following ing to the opinion that a Four H
work nothing less than a master- Club delegation of unlovely ladies
piece.
descended the trustee house Friday
She was creeping,
slowly
night . . Sculptor Abe Davidson gocreeping,
ing to town with the girls after
Through the ghastly, musty
having been lured away from his
air,
studio by Dot Miller of Winthrop.
And h& faded eyes were
TALK OF THE TOW.V
weeping,
WEEK'S OUTSTANDING CADET
Staring through
her matted
The orderly of the guard who.l
hair.
when sent to the commandant's
And her haggard face shown
office to get the papers from the
greenly,
little wicker basket, returned to
And her elbows creaked with
the guard room with the wastedust,
basket full of rejected ' permits
And her gliding form serenely
clasped tightly to his bosom.

"^

—that Bromo Odom lost all confidence in women when his date
sneaked off from the free show
without awakening him.
OSCAR SAYS-

'

—that \Snake Lee of the Textile EDUCATED MEN SHALL NOT
building works up a beaming blush
STARVE—PROFESSOR PROVES
at the mentioning of his marriage
A chemistry prof at Harvard reto he.
cently won a bet that he coulo.
OSCAR SAYS
eat his shirt by simply eating it.
—that the Big 'Shots 4>f the Scab- Right! There is a catch to it. The
hard and Blade were put under starved prof dissolved the garment
very effectively by Colonel Moor- in acid, neutralized the acid, filtman in the recent initiation.
ered off the precipitate and spread
-OSCAR SAYSit on a piece of bread.
—that Henry Woodward forgot
—The Maryland Diamondback
to take off the wing collar when
he learned the Saturday night afNEW METHOD
fair was not formal or maybe he
Wayne University (Detroit) has
was trying for the outstanding ca- adopted new methods of rating
det of the week.
students of the graduate school,
-OSCAR SAYS
whereby they are now given no—that Red Nesbitt foiled all who credit, or honors for their grades.
tried to heat him away from Annelle Donkle after the tea dance. LOUISIANA STATE CO-EDS
-OSCAR SAYSACQUIRE ANCIENT WEAPONS
. . . . that Pony Cummings was
The Cadets of Louisiana State
in charge of the richest girl ever are in grave danger now that the
to dance on the fieldhouse floor Co-eds have taken Cupid's tradibut forgot to tell us all about it tional weapon for their own.
until after she left the campus.
The REVEILLE explains that 3^
-OSCAR SAYSyoung women have taken up arch—that "Pussle" Tnabinet fell down ery this semester and will start
the embankment at the dance and practice as soon as the weather
finally wound up hanging on a permits.
Practice in this ancient
limb exclaiming "Now isn't this art consists of shooting at ringed
the helluva place to he" over and targets at various distances; henCe
over again.
let us pray a little prayer for our
(Continued on page five)
fellow man.

BLUE KEY ORGANIZATION
LEADS P. C'S ACTIVITIES
The Blue Key organization of
Presbyterian College is sponsoring
a new dance series: 'Military Ball,
Collegiate Ball and Fraternity Tea
dance.
The
BLUE
STOCKING
announces the opening of intramural tennis sponsored by the Blue
Key.
PINS ARE A MAJOR FACTOR
IN A MODERN GIRL'S LIFE
The HORNET .believes that the
modern girl's life hinges upon pins.
Here are the seven stages:
1—'Safety pins
2—Hair pins
3—Hat pins
4—Sorority pins
5—Fraternity pins
6—Rolling pins
7—Safety pins again.
THE CITADEL
The Bulldogs will soon
and emerge in gleaming whitej
forms (they will gleam atj
anyway) that will add to thjj
fort of the Cadets as well
prove the appearance of tl
during the Spring and Ff|
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Oscar Says
(Continued from page four)
. . . . that "Hank"
Hankinson
and "Rat" Bethea kept the sheriff
going round and round the field
house until
the sheriff
became
lost. "Hank" later said he would
fight him until dawn before he
would surrender the prized infant.
OSCAR SAYS

—that John K. Fairey of Kingstree is hereby granted the position
of the outstanding cadet of the
week. It seems that he stayed "up
until 10:30 Saturday morning and
then went to the Kappa Phi club
rooms and slept through the tea
dance . . . with ticket in pocket.
OSCAR SAYS

—

that Spring Holidays will soon
be here and we can all go home
and fall into the arms of the voluptuous vultures because we know
that Art Kassel is going to be here
for Taps Ball. Is that O. K., Notty?
Patronize

TIGER

Advertisers
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UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
MAY ACQUIRE CAVALRY UNIT
The University of Kentucky is
endeavoring to obtain a Cavalry
unit from the War Department;
the possibilities of securing the
Number of Cadets Drilling
unit are considered excellent by
Nightly as Class Units
the Commandant of the University
Organize
R. O. T. C.
The proposed Cavalry unit would
enable courses in equitation for
THREE PLATOONS
students and faculty to be offered
in addition to a full year course
With the arrival of spring and
in cavalry service to supplement thoughts of the coming R. O. T. C.
the present infantry training.
Inspection, terse commands and
cracking heels sound on the drill
grounds, as Clemson's crack plaCO-EDS GIVE REVUE
The Co-eds of Louisiana State toons, under the guidance of memUniversity possessing
"twinkling bers of the Senior Platoon, begin
toes" have given a Revue sponsor- their drilling season. An unusually
ed by the Terpsichorean club. A large number of aspiring Juniors,
have
ballet, a selection of modern num- Sophomores, and Freshmen
bers, and an interpretative dance presented themselves for the drills,
were rendered in the University which are to be held every Monand
Thursday
Theater by about forty partici- day, Wednesday,
nights. Eliminations will be held
pants.
The REVEILLE tells us that the in the near future.
CADET OFFICERS INSTRUCT
program was made particularly inThose in
the Senior
Platoon
teresting by the adaptation of fitting stage settings and colorful who are leading the platoons include Duke Richardson, J. L. Cochcostumes.

CRACK PLATOON DRILL
1NVEIGLESAMBITIQUS

PAGH

>EPRESSION LEADS MANY
TO RESORT TO OIL LAMPS
That the old days of kerosene lamps
are returning in some parts of the
country is indicatetd by the fact that
engineers at the University of Wisconsin are now aiding in a survey of the
best kerosene and gasoline lamps made
with an eye to advising users on the
best to buy.
The de ression, according to the university officials, has made it necessary
for many to sever their electric connections as economy measures. Hence
the renewed demand for the old-style
lamps.
Decency varies according to time
and place, to conditions and social strata.—Elmer Rice.

nv»

HUGE DROP IN CHURCH
ATTENDANCE AT W&L
Thirty years ago about 65 per cent
of the students at Washington and Lee
University attended church services regularly. Today, according to the undergraduate newspaper, The Ring-tum Phi,
less than 25 per cent go to church.
The paper sent reporters to Prof. T^'
J. Farrar, who ,30 years ago was student president of the university's Y. M.
C. A., to ask what he thought brought
about the loss of interest in religiousservices.
He said he believed automobiles and.
the radio were partly responsible, but
most of all that the churches themselves were to blame.
"The churches do not supply what
the average student today desires in the .
way of religious thought," he said. "The
church services in general lay too much
emphasis on dogma and ceremony, while
the student wants simple gospel and
clear religious thinking."

ran, A. W. Allison, George Chaplin, and Herbert Byrd.
Last Friday at noon, the Sophomore Platoon, led by Lt. Col. Allan Mustard, gave an exhibition
drill on Bowman Field, presenting
many tricky and interesting manPolitics is the only game where
oevers.
there is no honor among thieves.

"1
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CLEMSON CLUBS TO
OFFER TWO DANCES
Greenwood and EdgefieldAiken Organizations Plan
Gala Affairs
POPULAR ORCHESTRAS
Two of the mo"st outstanding
social occasions to be presented
in Upper 'South Carolina during
he Spring Holidays will ibe the
:lub dances
sponsored
by the
Uemson
Greenwood
and
the
dgefield-Aiken county
organizaons.
GREENWOOD DANCE
Music for the Greenwood affair
1 be furnished by "Bo" Beau.. i's Orchestra from Augusta at
the Greenwood Armory Thursday
night March 28, from 10 'til 2.
EDGEPIELD, AIKEN AFFAIR
The Edgefield-Aiken dance, featuring Judy Johnson's Hotel Richlond Orchestra, will take place at
le Community House at Edgesld, Friday night, flVTarch 29, from
'til?
Tickets for the dances may be
cured at Clemson before
the
Tickets at the
r-»jlidays for $1.00.
aor will be $1.20.
Cards will
ot be necessary for cadets.

I
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FAMED ART GALLERY
BUYS PAINTING FROM
WIFE OF LOCAL PROF
The Art Gallery of the Metropolitan Museum of New York City
was recently presented by Mrs. B.
E. Fernow, wife of Prof. B. E.
Fernow of the Engineering Department, with a handsome miniature
of her daughter.
The picture, u,
water-color on ivory, was seen and
admired by curator Whaley of the
Metropolitan last summer at the
Century of Progress Exposition in
Chicago.
MANY EXHIBITS
The Architectural students of
Clemson are familiar with the work
of Mrs. Fernow, as she has had
several exhibits in that department
from time to time. She has a high
standing among painters throughout the country, and has painted
many portraits for Anderson and
Clemson folk.
"BY THE PEOPLE"
Of Lincoln's great formula, the most
important one-third is "government by
the people."—Herbert Hoover.
FURMAN
Ten Furman students have earned the honor of having their names
placed in the publication "Wiho's
Who Among Students in American
Colleges and Universities".
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HORSES, HORSES, HORSES
Horseback riding has doubled,
in popularity this year over last
The following schedule for 193 5
jear at Smith College.
is announced:
April 9—P. C. at Clinton
I shall attempt no definition of
Senator Thomas Favors Plan April 17—P. C. at Clemson
liberty beyond the thought that it is
April 18—Farman at Greenville
to Trade Students with
freedom to pursue our highest and
April 20—Wofford at Clemson
most noble ideals.
Japan
April 26—Wofford at Spartanburg
—Dr. Ned H. DearbornApril 30—Furman at Clemson
Senator Elbert D. Thomas of Utah,
May 8—Carolina at Clemson
former professor at the University of
May 16, 17 and 18—State Meet at tffc
May 9—Carolina at Columbia
Utah, has urged the exchange of stuClemson (tentative).
May 11—Citadel at Charleston
dents between universities in the Unitetd
States and Japan as a means of fostering better understanding between the
two countries.
CLEMSON UNIFORMS ARE MADE BY
Senator Thomas, who spent five
years as a teacher in Japan, said that
otherwise he feared growing animosity
until within ten years the two nations
might be at war.
PHILADELPHIA
"Such a conflict would be the bloodiest ever known to the world," he said
Senator Thomas said the Japanese
exclusion act was a very foolish piece
saasagiHHBgtt««a>«a>fflaM^^
of legislation for the United States to
enact, and that it had stirred up animosity which would not have existed
COMPLIMENTS
OF
had we put the Japanese on a small
quota basis as we have other nations
in the world.
He added that at least 10,000 Japanese students could study here four years
each at a total cost only slightly in excess of the cost of one battleship.

STUDENT EXCHANGE IS
URGED BYjJTAH SOLON

TENNIS SCHEDULE ANNOUNCED

WILLIAM G. ROWLAND, INC.

Clemson College Laundry
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...from one end
to the other

From one end to the other—never a bitter,
undeveloped top leaf in me. Never a grimy,
tough bottom leaf. I use only the fragrant,
mellow, expensive center leaves.. .the leaves
that give you the mildest, best-tasting
smoke. I do not irritate your throat—that's
why I'm your best friend, day in, day out.

3

LUCKIEStlSE ONLY CENTER LEAVES
CENTER LEAVES GIVE YOU THE MILDEST SMOKE

Twyla&i' Perf&i

Copyright 1935,
The American Tobacco Company.
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GOLF TEAM TO HOLD
•

TRACK PRELIMINARIES

SPORTS

FIRST MEET TUESDAY

hi THt VfJtSS BOX

5

e.

sUrCtK

U/.StJ.
\

BLOCK C SPONSOR
We would like to present not
one but a bouquet of orchids to
-a very charming young lady who
was selected honorary member of
the Block C Club Friday night
when the athletes and their dates
were feted with a fine (banquet 'before the Athletic Ball.
She Is
Miss Sarah Thompson of Anderson
and was chosen by the wives of
the coaches present at the affair.

PAG-E 9RVKN
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Rawls and Tom Folger, who has
bone break, are again hurdling;
Captain Bub Blackwell can still
fling the javelin just as far and is
being backed up by Shuford; and
numerous other lights such as Robinson, McMahon and Greene are
showing up fine.
The Tigers have been pretty hard
hit on the baseball side since Hardrock Chavous is in the Anderson
hospital where he had his appendix
removed last week.
Reports are
that he is doing fine, but it is
doubtful if he will see service on
the Clemson team this year. Chavous played a fine game behind the
bat last year but he is really at
home in the field where he was to
have been playing this spring.

DAVIDSON IS MAKING
STATUE OF CLEMSON
(Continued from page one)
DAVIDSON'S IDEA
The plan for the creation of the
monument originated
with
'Mr.
Davidson, who developed it and
presented it to the authorities for
approval.
CAST IN BRONZE
One of the main purposes in
the erection of the statue is to
allow students to watch the entire process, from the building of
the rough frame which is to hold
the clay to the final casting of the
bronze, which is to be done at the
foundry here.
CLAY MODEL
A small clay model has been
placed in Dr. E. W. Sikes* office,
where it can be seen at any time
by interested students. The public is always welcome in Davidson's
studio, where the wooden frame
work has already been completed.
FACULTY AID
The most significant feature of
this project is that the entire job
is to be done at the college,
through the cooperation of Professors Holmes and Sherrill who
furnished historical data, Professor
Little and Lee of the School of
Architecture, and the foundry.

SHOW SHINING LIGHTS

HARVARD MEN HAVE
There is considerable virtue in
TRAINED TELESCOPE the closed mind, for an ever open
In the hope
of
determining
whether or not the craters on the
moon are caused by the impact of
meteors, astronomers at Harvard
University have trained their telescopes on the dark side of the
moon.
They expect that if the
moon is hit by large meteors, they
will see sparks of light caused by
the impact.

mind is apt to be the receptacle
of much rubbish.—Dr. Rob't Hutchinson.
The main business of a banker
is not to receive money but to
lend it.—Sir John Marriott.
The fear of losing money is the
one fear that has always kept men
from making it.—Edwin LeFevre.

NOW IS THE TIME TO HAVE THOSE SPRING
CLOTHES CLEANED UP
Don't Forget the Drawing for the Suit March 25
LET

Bleckley's Dry Cleaners

FROM THE RECORD
It seems that Banjo Smith of
DO YOUR CLEANING
*he COLUMBIA RECORD is quite
BreKiaaxraxttfflaM>ffig>g>a>aa>^^
interested in the progress the State
A&M College has made in the
flBHHBgBB
realm of sports so far this year
and in his Saturday column was
exceedingly happy over the fact
"IN SPRING A YOUNG MAN'S FANCY, ETC."
that Coach Neely's nine would reThe only power now ruling the
Well, I suggest a new pair of white shoes to help
main in the Palmetto League,
United States is the purchasing
in the conquest. Girls notice clothes more than boys.
which has not been very strong of
power.—DuPont Lee.
late. A week ago there appeared
Why lag behind when a few articles will spruce you
a story in the Record saying that
up?
because of extreme difficulty in arJUNIORS and SENIORS, Use Your Credit!
ranging games with state colleges
It Is the obligation of each gendue to dates
with
out-of-state
eration to educate the next before
SEE
HOKE SLOAN FOR MEN'S WEAR
schools Clemson would be forced
the time tor such education has
to withdraw from the S. C. college
passed forever.
—Tristram W. Metcalfe.
league.
However, IMT. Smith got
things straightened out by last Saturday and the true report came
out that the Tiger clan would stay
In the group. Banjo reports that
WEAR A WRIST WATCHCitadel will not he among the aspirants this season because of a
weak team but that the Palmetto
WHILE THEY LAST—
CASCADE JR
Special $2.49
bunch would have the full strength
af eight teams next year when the
Genuine EVEREADY RAZOR
REX JR
Special $3.69.
.Bplldogs join ranks again.
& 2 BLADES with
■ Coach Neely has had quite a bit
Look these over—You will be
of trouble preparing a schedule
pleased
with one of them.
25c TUBE SHAVING CREA^I
that will include all the teams he
would like to play. He would like
We also have a number of
to schedule as many schools which
ALL FOR 29c
Waltham's
Wrist Watches.
have been met in other sports as
HE IS usually a fellow with a
possible, in order to keep the Tigsunny disposition that makes
ar athletic •calendar well rounded
Special Price on Them.—
friends. His energy and his
throughout the entire year.
The
enthusiasm spring from an
opening contest is with Michigan
abounding vitality.
State on next Monday afternoon.
Popular undergraduates
know how personality is inDR. WEST TOOTH PASTE
fluenced by physical condition.
SWIMMERS
JUST ARRIVED—
2 large tubes
33c
The tanksters take off the first
They take care to guard against
of the week for an extended trip
constipation due to insufficient
A New Shipment of
PEPSODENT TOOTH PASTE
into Florida where they will meet
"bulk" in meals. This may
PARKER
&
SHEAFFER
PENS
Large size
40c
the University of that state on the
cause headaches, loss of appe27th and Rollins on the 29th. The
tite and energy.
Your name in gold free on any MI 31 ANTISEPTIC
aquabats will return sometime durKellogg's ALL-BRAN, a natupen
we sell—
ing Spring Holidays.
1 pint
49c
ral laxative cereal, furnishes

THE MOST

POPULAR MAN
IN SCHOOL

Since finis has been written the
spring football card the boys have
begun to scatter to other parts of
Riggs field to try their hand at
track and baseball.
Coach Davis
has taken his men to the field
bouse where the hardwood crew
will undergo a strenuous training
period of about four or five weeks.
Woodward, Swails, Spearman, Dobson, Bowie, and Dillard are missing (but several good freshman candidates have turned out along with
the old boys and Coach Joe will
^see what can be done in the way
rounding up a crack squad of
|teers and get them started
next fall.
Howard has joined his
^.fleet-footed tracksters and
is beginning to look
^e cinderpath.
Dillard,
[the McConnell brothers
!>usty, are tossing the
t; Harris Ford, Tribare doing most of
Ken Ackis, Oscar

gentle "bulk" to promote regular habits. ALL-BRAN also supplies vitamin B and iron.

PRICES FROM $1.50 UP

MINERAL OIL
1 pint

.

49c

Two tablespoonfuls daily,
served with milk or cream, are
usually sufficient. Chronic
cases, with each meal. Ask that
ALL-BRAN be served at your
fraternity house, eating-club or
campus restaurant.

•1

ZOiua (Bompany, dno.
J
The most popular ready-to-eat cercrls served in the dining-rooms of
An erican colleges, eating-clubs and
fraternities are made by Kellogg
in Battle Creek. They include
Kellogg's Corn Flakes, PEP, Rice
Krispies, Wheat Krumbles, and
Kellogg's WHOLE WHEAT Biscuit.
Also Kaffee Hag Coffee—real
coffee—97% caffeine free.

P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner

The Official College Book and Supply Store
PHONE 75

•
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OINDERMEN PREP FOR
TOUGH TRACK SEASON
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3 COLLEGE OFFICIALS
ATTEND REGIONAL AG
MEETING IN ATLANlA

Clemson was represented in AtEliminations Reveal Good Malanta last Monday and Tuesday,
terial for Looming ChamMarch 11 and 12, at an Agriculpionship Race
tural meeting called by the Secretary of Agriculture by D. W. WatLIPSCOMB. REPORTS
kins, Extension Director; Dean R.
A. McGinty of the School of AgriIn preparation for the strenuous
culture and Dr. B. O. Williams, Asschedule ahead the Tiger tracksociate Rural Sociologist.
sters ran oft the majority of the
REGIONAL MEETINGS
preliminary events last Friday. The
This was one of the four regionfield events and hurdles were not
held because of the large num- al meetings called in the eastern
ber of candidates who were still part of the United States for the
purpose of coordinating research
out for football.
and extension activities with the
GOOD MATERIAL
A lot of good material is on work of Agricultural Adjustment
hand for both the' low and High Administration in Washington.
hurdles, including Rawls, Ackis,
Folger, Spearman, and Carter. The aries:
100 yard dash: Ford, Tribble,
timber toppers will probably run
Herlong,
Time: 10.1
off these events the last of this
220 yard dash: Ford, Tribble,
Week.
Jimmy Lipscomb who has
been bothered of late with his legs Herlong, Time: 23 flat
440 yard: Robinson, Blackwell,
;has reported for duty and has
Henderson,
Time: 52.7
taken the pole vault in hand. HerHalf mile: Scott, Langford, CobD
bert Wall, promising' sophomore
440 man was hot out for the race Time: 2:10 '
Mile: Green, Hinson, Misdom
hut has reported since then.
Two mile: Altman, Mteans, PorPRELIMINARIES
The summary of the prelimin- ter.

THURSDAY,
purpose of raising money for this

worthy project of the John
RESTORATION PLANNED very
C. Calhoun Chapter. These plans
include a pageant, to be presented
FOR CALM'S HOME next
spring depicting the lives of
Local Committee and U. D. C. John C. Calhoun and Thomas G.
Clemson, and an exhibition of old
Cooperating in Presenting
hand work, pieced quilts, handPageant
woven spreads, and antique jewelry, to be held on March 26th,
SILVER EXHIBIT
from 2 to 6 P. M.

With a view to improvement
We Appreciate Your
befitting its place in South Carolina history, the restoration of the
Business
interior of "Fort Hill," the home
of John C. Calhoun and, later, his
Shops in Barracks No. 1 and in
famous
son-in-law,
Thomas
G.
Sloan's Arcade
Clemson, was begun about a year
ago.
The local chapter
of the
United Daughters of the ConfedSPORT SHOES CLEANED AT
eracy has been cooperating with
the college committee in this reTHE ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
storation.

PIKE & PATTERSON

MARCH
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SPRING WOOLENS
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MADE-TO-MEASURE . g
CLOTHING
Advance Spring Prices
Especially Low
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-for that better taste
andfragrant aroma

w
%

Turkish tobacco leaf is so tiny
that each of these bales contains
from 70 to 80 thousand leaves.
But there's another and greater
difference—Turkish is the most
spicy and aromatic tobacco in the
world.
We have Chesterfield buyers in
all the tobacco markets of Turkey
and Greece, including Xanthi,
Cavalla, Smyrna and Samsoun.
And when you blend and crossblend aromatic Turkish tobacco
with mild ripe home-grown tobaccos as we do in Chesterfield

—you have a milder cigarette,
a better-tasting cigarette.
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5 Expressly Loomed !f or Fine SR

SILVER EXHIBIT
10c to 35c paid for old shoes ■
Last October, an exhibition of
■
antique silver was held in the
□
dining room and halls of the hisGet that new spring suits from
toric old home. A large sum was
"
Room 625
realized from this exhibit, during W. P. DOBSON
representing the
which many people
visited
the
■
GLOBE TAILORING CO.
home.
D
Much interest has been aroused SIEBLER TAILORING CO.
and a larger program for the com- SCRAEFER TAILORING CO.
*
ing year has been planned for the
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FOR RENT: Six room brick
bungalow, furnished. Reasonable rates. Call 116w Seneca
for particulars.
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